
US History Wednesday April 21

Please be sure to have pencil, notebook/paper 
that you normally take notes on.

Opening question:  
Write your answer on your mini-white board- you 
may use the book and your notes and/or discuss 
with your shoulder partner...
How did many Southerners defend the institution 
of slavery? 



Today’s objective:
Students will describe the Wilmot Proviso, Compromise of 1850, Kansas Nebraska 
Act, Abolitionist Movement, Missouri Compromise, Bleeding Kansas, sectionalism. 

Our classroom expectations are still:
● Conversation when allowed is at a level 2
● If you need help/have questions, please wait to raise your hand until the time I 

have given to ask questions. (if you think I forgot then of course raise your hand 
:)  )

● If you use the bathroom, please remember you may go, let me know you’re 
leaving, one student at a time, 3 minute time limit, take a bathroom pass.  Not 10 
min after class has started and not during 10 min before class is ending.  Only 
one time per student.



Agenda:
● A few minutes on discussing the answer to the opening question
● I will read aloud from the book White Fragility for a different perspective.
● Background information that we may have missed:  Abolitionist movement on 

page 414 on text- remote students:  the text is loaded on the website for you to 
reference during class

● Read aloud The Story Matters… on page 431
● Looking ahead… More discussion next class on:  Election of 1860 and how that 

further divided the United States, Uncle Tom’s Cabin which are critical 
components of understanding The Civil War and what happened before the 
outbreak of violence.

● Foldable activity
● Creating your own 10 question quiz that you will trade with a class mate
● If there is time, a short video on the Wilmot Proviso
● Close and reflect discussion- exit ticket

We have a lot to get through so let’s get started and what we do not get to, we can 
continue on Friday!



Foldable instructions:  early finishers:  create 10 quiz questions that require high level 
thinking- for example, “List the pros and cons of____, How is ___ connected to ____, what ideas 
support/validate _____?”  

● You have a stack of index cards- the categories are: 
○ Missouri Compromise
○ Compromise of 1850 & Fugitive Slave Act
○ Kansas-Nebraska Act
○ Dred Scott Case

●
Rubric:  

● Accurate 
description       
2 points

● Completion      
2 points

● Overall 
neatness/effort        
1 point

Total:  5 points





 1.  Powerpoint or mini-poster on The Missouri Compromise  
and how it divided the nation.  Due April 21 at the beginning of 
class. 
2.  Use a map to explain the components.
3.  Do not copy or plagiarize
4.  One interesting fact 
5.  Who were the people involved?
Rubric:  10 points for each category
Total:  50 point test grade











we are working on the differences between north and the south as far as how 
they supported abolition or slavery
much industrialization in the north
workers used machines to complete tasks
railroads and steam powered locomotive changed transportation
and linked cities together
By 1860, the nation's railroads formed a network that united the Midwest and 
the East.
slavery had largely disappeared in the North by 1830's
more cities and factories in the north- with the intro of the machine, products 
were made cheaper and faster
Black northerners were free but not equal
worked as laborers and servants



1. What state was a free state in the Missouri Compromise?
2. What was the Fugitive Slave Act?
3. Which act reversed the Missouri Compromise?
4. Was California admitted as free or slave?

Exit Ticket April 21 5th period


